REVISED 11-1-16

MARYLAND STATE LOTTERY AND GAMING CONTROL AGENCY
POINTS FOR PRIZES®/POINTS FOR DRAWINGS®/2nd CHANCE DRAWINGS
OFFICIAL RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY
I.

GENERAL RULES
1) The Maryland State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency (“Maryland Lottery”, and/or “Lottery”) and its
designated contractors Scientific Games International, Inc. (“SGI”) and MDI Entertainment, LLC (“MDI”), a
subsidiary of SGI, will operate the Points for Prizes® program under the provisions provided in these Maryland
State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency Points for Prizes®/Points for Drawings®/2nd Chance Drawings Official
Rules and Conditions of Eligibility (“Rules”). These Rules apply to Points for Prizes and Points for Drawings and
2nd Chance Drawings.
2) Points for Prizes® is a rewards program that is part of the Maryland Lottery’s My Lottery Rewards™ (“MLR”).
Players can earn points by submitting valid eligible non-winning Maryland Lottery scratch-off tickets and valid
eligible winning or non-winning Lottery terminal tickets (“Tickets”; singular “Ticket”) at mdlottery.com/rewards.
(See MLR’s Terms of Use for the full definition of “Website” and other terms used in these Rules.) Players can
redeem their points for items at the Points for Prizes® store at mdlottery.com/rewards. Anyone who enters a
ticket at MLR may be referred to as “player” or “entrant”; plural “players” or “entrants”. Players, entrants, and
winners are sometimes referred to, individually and collectively, as “you”, “your”, and “yourself”. The Points for
Prizes® Program is void where prohibited by law. The Maryland Lottery reserves the right to change Points for
Prizes® in any way and at any time or to terminate Points for Prizes® entirely, by posting new Rules at this
location or at www.mdlottery.com and the new Rules shall be effective immediately when posted on this
location or on mdlottery.com.
3) Points for Drawings® is a program within the Points for Prizes® program. In addition to redeeming points for
items at the Points for Prizes® store, Points for Prizes® points may be used to enter periodic Drawings, as
designated in Section IX. See Section IX. Drawings below for more information.
4) MLR acts as the entry portal for Maryland Lottery online 2nd chance drawings (“2nd Chance” or “Second
Chance”). See Section IX. Drawings.
5) By submitting a Ticket at the MLR website, a player agrees on behalf of the player, any player’s guest, or other
participant to accept, follow, abide by, and be bound by the terms, conditions, responsibilities, and restrictions
of all of the following and any amendments, changes or modifications to any of the following: the Rules, the My
Lottery Rewards™ Terms of Use, its Agreement Terms, the Agreement Terms located on the MLR website, any
waiver and/or release of liability, all other applicable Maryland Lottery rules and regulations, and the laws of the
state of Maryland.
6) Maryland Lottery may use, without limitation, an entrant’s or guest’s or other participant’s name, hometown,
likeness, photo, and/or voice in any promotions, research, marketing, publications, or other advertising media
including, but not limited to, Maryland Lottery websites the www.mdlottery.com online network (defined at
mdlottery.com in “About Us” under the heading “Disclaimer”), including social media, without compensation or
additional release.
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7) Maryland Lottery reserves the right to use the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all entrants for
research and marketing purposes.
8) An entrant must be 18 years of age or older to participate and must have a valid United States address.
9) Maryland Lottery is not responsible for delayed, lost or misdirected electronic submissions made through the
Internet.
10) By participating in any aspect of a prize or Drawing, any guest or other participant agrees to accept, follow,
abide by, and be bound by the terms, conditions, responsibilities, and restrictions of all of the following and any
amendments, changes or modifications to any of the following: the Rules, the My Lottery Rewards™ Terms of
Use, its Agreement Terms, the Agreement Terms located on the MLR website, any waiver and/or release of
liability, all other applicable Maryland Lottery rules and regulations, and the laws of the state of Maryland.
11) These Rules and any other applicable rules and/or laws may be amended at Maryland Lottery’s discretion, and
those amended Rules, and other applicable rules and laws apply to Points for Prizes, Points for Drawings, and
2nd Chance Drawings.
12) For questions or assistance, visit the MLR website at mdlottery.com/rewards, go to the Help Menu tab and
select Member Feedback, or you may call the MLR toll-free hotline number, 1-800-201-0108.
II. ELIGIBILITY FOR POINTS
1) Eligible Tickets:
A. Scratch-off Tickets
1. A scratch-off Ticket eligible for points, and eligible for participation in MLR, including Points for Prizes®, is
any Ticket that is noted as an MLR ticket on the Maryland Lottery website at mdlottery.com and for which
the Ticket’s final claiming date has not passed.
2. Tickets that win on the Ticket itself are not eligible to participate in MLR, including Points for Prizes®.
B. Lottery terminal Tickets
1. All Lottery terminal game Tickets deemed eligible shall be printed with a 25-digit Rewards Points Code
(“Code”).
a. The Code shall be displayed at the bottom of eligible Tickets.
b. The Code expires 182 days after the issue date on the Ticket.
2. Winning and non-winning unexpired Lottery terminal tickets deemed eligible may participate in MLR.
a. Powerball®, Mega Millions®, Multi-Match® and 5 Card Cash™ tickets cannot be cancelled and may
be entered into MLR immediately after purchase.
b. Tickets that can be cancelled (Pick 3, Pick 4, Bonus Match 5, Keno and Racetrax®) are eligible to be
entered in MLR the day after purchase, or after the first draw on a multi-draw ticket, whichever
comes first, unless the Ticket has been cancelled.
3. Tickets NOT deemed eligible to participate in MLR, including Points for Prizes®, are:
a. any Ticket with an expired Code;
b. any exchange ticket (an exchange ticket will not have a Code since the Code was on the original
Ticket);
c. any Ticket that has been cancelled; and
d. any subscription membership, including Mega Millions and Multi-Match subscriptions.
2) Players will be limited to submitting a maximum of 5,000 total points per calendar month into your account at
Maryland Lottery’s Points For Prizes® program. A month is defined as 12:00:00 midnight of the first day of the
month through 11:59:59 PM Eastern Time (“ET”) of the last day of the month. In these Rules and in all Drawing
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Rules (defined in the next paragraph), all times are Eastern Time. This 5,000 point limit applies only to the
Points For Prizes® program. There is no limit to the number of entries you may submit for Second Chance
Drawings through MLR. Maryland Lottery reserves the right to change, without notice, the limit on the number
of points that may be entered monthly.
3) Tickets entered (“Entries”; singular “Entry”) into your account at the MLR website are automatically entered into
Points for Prizes® up to the 5,000 per month point maximum and are also automatically entered into any Second
Chance Drawings for which a Ticket is eligible. Tickets automatically entered into a Second Chance Drawing and
entries in a Points for Drawings Drawing will be subject to the following: the Drawing Rules for that Drawing or
set of Drawings (“Drawing Rules”), the Start Date, End Date, Draw Date stated on the MLR website, and these
Rules, as well as to all other rules, laws, and other requirements noted under Section I. General Rules of these
Rules. Tickets automatically entered into Points for Prizes® will be subject to the Rules.
III. REGISTRATION
1) To access Points for Prizes®, Points for Drawings or any other MLR program, you must first register to become an
MLR member and establish an MLR account at mdlottery.com/rewards.
2) Registration in MLR requires that you provide your First and Last Name, Address, City, State, Zip, Phone Number,
last Four Digits of your Social Security Number (“SSN”), your email address, and that you create a Password. You
must also agree to these Rules as well as the Terms of Use and the Agreement Terms located on the MLR
website. By entering any Ticket you agree to these Rules as well as the Terms of Use and the Agreement Terms
located on the MLR website.
3) As of July 21, 2016, members are required to check a box on the My Lottery Rewards website stating that he/she
read and agreed to the online Maryland State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency Waiver and Release of All
Liability – My Lottery Rewards™ Points for Drawings® Registrant – Drawing Entrant (“Online Waiver”) for Points
for Drawings prizes.
a. As part of the registration process when a new member joins My Lottery Rewards, he/she will be
required to check the box stating that he/she read and agrees to the Online Waiver and is bound to and
by it.
b. All current members will be required, prior to the first time each member logs in after the Online Waiver
is implemented, to check the box stating that he/she read and agrees to the Online Waiver and is bound
to and by it.
4) In order to claim certain prizes, winners may still be required to sign a paper waiver and release of liability
(“Paper Waiver”). If a Paper Waiver is required, it will be noted in that Promotion’s Drawing Procedures.
5) Your request to register will be rejected if you fail to fully provide the required information.
6) Failure to provide accurate information could cause your Entry, if selected as a winner of a Second Chance
Drawing, or Points for Drawings Drawing, to be disqualified. You shall be considered ineligible and your account
will be closed if the Maryland Lottery determines that you do not meet all player eligibility requirements or that
you provided false information.
7) Maryland Lottery, SGI and MDI are not liable for incorrect information provided by a player on the registration
form. After completing the registration, you are responsible for updating account information as needed by
logging in and going to your account page.
8) Once registered, you will be able to log in to submit an Entry or participate in other MLR programs that may be
provided from time to time.
9) You may have no more than one (1) account. You are not permitted to create additional accounts in the event
that your email or other relevant information changes. You may log in with your existing account credentials and
make any desired changes at any time.
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10) You may cancel your account at any time by going to the “Help” tab located at the top of the page at
mdlottery.com/rewards, selecting Member Feedback and sending an email to the Maryland Lottery requesting
that your account be cancelled.
IV. POINTS FOR PRIZES® POINTS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Players earn Points for Prizes® points for Tickets entered through MLR at mdlottery.com/rewards.
Points are non-monetary numerical values assigned to Tickets.
Points for Prizes® provides points for each Entry. Cash shall not be awarded in lieu of reward items.
Each Ticket has a point value based on a range of values assigned by the Maryland Lottery. The Maryland Lottery
reserves the right to change the point value assigned to a Ticket.
The point value associated with each eligible valid Ticket will be revealed to the player and applied to your
account by MDI at mdlottery.com/rewards upon successful submission of each Ticket.
Points are not transferable. Points cannot be assigned from one MLR account to another, or sold. Point balances
for more than one (1) account cannot be combined.
Points shall be valid only for the Maryland Lottery’s Points for Prizes® program, which includes Points for
Drawings.
The Maryland Lottery may credit a player’s account at its own discretion.

V. POINTS EXPIRATION

1) At this time points do not expire, but this provision is subject to change. The Maryland Lottery reserves the right
to establish, change, modify, or eliminate a rule regarding the expiration of points at its discretion. See MLR
Terms of Use for more information: http://www.mdlottery.com/about-us/terms-of-use/
VI. ENTERING TICKETS
1) To enter a Ticket, you must first logon to mdlottery.com/rewards and select the “Enter Tickets” tab near the top
of the page to enter the required information.
2) Select the appropriate Enter Tickets form (“Form”; plural “Forms”) for the Ticket you wish to enter, either
scratch-off Tickets or terminal Tickets.
3) Only one Ticket may be entered and submitted at a time. If a player completes both Forms, only the Form that
was last completed will be entered and any other data will be cleared.
4) The required Entry information from a scratch-off Ticket includes the 13-digit Ticket number from the BACK of
the ticket and the 13-digit Validation number located under the latex from the FRONT of the ticket, and any
other information as determined by the Lottery.
5) The required information from a terminal ticket includes the 25-digit Rewards Points Code on the FRONT of the
ticket and any other information as determined by the Lottery.
6) To prevent fraudulent submissions, after ten (10) consecutive attempts to submit tickets that are not recognized
as Tickets, you will be unable to submit Tickets for 24 hours.
7) After a Ticket has been successfully submitted, you do not need to retain the Ticket unless it is a winning
terminal Ticket; a winning terminal Ticket is required to claim and redeem any winnings on that Ticket. You will
not receive your winning Ticket back once it is submitted to a Lottery retailer for claiming.
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8) A list of your previously successfully submitted Tickets is available at mdlottery.com/rewards. Select the “My
Account” tab at the top of the page and click on “Points History”.
9) An eligible Ticket may be entered only once. The Ticket will be rejected if it has been previously submitted.
10) Once a Ticket has been submitted, the Entry and the associated Points for Prizes® points cannot be cancelled.
VII. POINTS FOR PRIZES® STORE:
1) Points may be redeemed for items listed at mdlottery.com/rewards in the Points for Prizes® store.
2) Points required for redemptions vary. The number of points required to be redeemed for a particular item shall
be determined by the Maryland Lottery and will be posted at mdlottery.com/rewards. The Maryland Lottery
may at its discretion change the points required for redemption of any item at any time.
3) The Maryland Lottery may at its discretion discontinue offering any item at any time.
4) If an item which a player orders is not readily available for any reason, the Maryland Lottery reserves the right,
in its sole discretion, to substitute another item of similar value, or to credit a player’s account. You may not
assert any right or remedy on account of any substitution or crediting.
5) Prizes are non-transferable and non-refundable unless otherwise authorized by the Maryland Lottery, but during
the check-out process, after you select a prize, you may have it mailed to another person/address within the
United States.
6) The awarding of all prizes is subject to eligibility verification.
7) Points for Prizes® prizes are bonus prizes.
VIII. PRIZE SELECTION
1) You must first logon to your MLR account at mdlottery.com/rewards.
2) You may use some or all of your points for your choice of prizes as offered in the Points for Prizes® store.
3) To redeem points, you must select the item or items, designate the quantity of each item requested and click
the appropriate button to submit the order.
4) It is your responsibility to ensure that the appropriate item and quantity are selected.
5) Once the order has been submitted, points will be deducted from your MLR account.
6) Orders cannot be changed, canceled or returned once placed.
7) Your prize will be delivered within four (4) to six (6) weeks of placing the order. Delivery time may occur sooner
based on the specific item. If you have not received your order after 6 weeks, – call the MLR website’s toll-free
hotline number, 1-800-201-0108.
8) Over-night or 2-day shipping options are available for most items at check-out. You must use your points to pay
for one of these shipping options.
IX. DRAWINGS
A. General
1) A drawing (“Drawing” or “Drawings”) may refer to a Points for Drawings® Drawing or to a Second Chance
Drawing. Note that Drawing or Drawings may refer to any random selection event. Membership in MLR,
Internet access and a valid email address are required to enter a Drawing. Mailed entries will not be
accepted. Players may enter as often as they like unless otherwise provided in the Drawing Rules for a
specific Drawing. To enter, a player must be 18 years of age or older.
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2) Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing, Drawing entries are eligible for one
(1) Drawing only, and only for the Drawing for which the entry was submitted.
3) You may submit as many entries as you like unless otherwise provided in the Drawing Rules for a specific
Drawing but, unless otherwise specified in a specific Drawing’s Drawing Rules, you may only win once per
Drawing; however, you will win the highest prize for which you have been selected.
4) Entries submitted after the Drawing deadline for a given Drawing will be ineligible and void.
5) The Lottery reserves the right to reschedule any times and dates regarding any aspect of any Drawing
without advance notice.
6) Winners of any Drawings will be notified via email and/or telephone and or certified mail to confirm
eligibility. The Lottery, in its sole discretion, may choose to use additional or alternate means or methods to
notify winners. Winners will be contacted using the contact information provided in the MLR account. It is
your responsibility to keep your contact information current.
7) Unless otherwise provided in these Rules or in a Drawing’s or Promotion’s Drawing Rules:
a. Winners must claim your prize within 30 days after the Drawing date; if a winner is disqualified or
refuses a prize, or by the claim date has not claimed or been confirmed as eligible, or has not
submitted all required claiming documentation, an alternate winner may be designated, and must
claim by the alternate claim date, which is 30 days after the winner’s claim date.
b. Winners of prizes valued at $600 or less do not have to complete a Maryland Lottery Claim Form or
provide proof of your SSN and photo I.D. proof of being at least 18 years of age. Prizes valued at
$600 or less will be fulfilled automatically by MDI.
c. Winners of prizes valued from over $600 to $1,000 (except experiential prizes and Trip Prizes) may
claim your prize in person at the Lottery’s Baltimore Customer Resource Center, Montgomery Park
Business Center, 1800 Washington Blvd., Suite 330, Baltimore, MD 21230 or by mail (with a claim
form and required documentation) using the address stated above in this sentence.
d. Winners of prizes valued at over $1,000 and winners of experiential prizes must claim your prize in
person at Maryland Lottery Headquarters (same address as stated in IX.A.(7)c above).
e. For delivery of your prize, winners must allow a minimum of 4 to 6 weeks after the Maryland Lottery
receives a claim, or if no claim form is required, after the Maryland Lottery contacts you for delivery
of your prize.
8) Winners’ names, hometowns, and state will be shown on the MLR website and further information may be
listed as stated under Section I General Rules.
9) A Drawing winner assumes the risk of loss and is subject to disqualification if:
a. The player uses more than one active MLR account;
b. The player does not keep the player’s contact information current, or is not qualified to play Maryland
Lottery games;
c. The Maryland Lottery, MDI, or any other entity fulfilling a prize is unable to contact the winner within
two (2) weeks (or a different contact period, if provided in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing);
d. Contact or attempted contact is not acknowledged in a timely manner as determined in the sole
discretion of the Maryland Lottery, which will be not less than two (2) weeks unless a different period is
provided in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing; or
e. Any other deadline or requirement in these Rules, the Drawing Rules, or other applicable rules (as now
stated or as amended) is not met.
10) Each winner of a prize with a value greater than $600 must complete a Lottery Claim Form, including SSN,
and provide proof of your SSN and must furnish photo I.D. proof of being at least 18 years of age.
11) Each winner is responsible for all taxes, including income taxes unless otherwise specified in the Drawing
Rules for the specific Drawing or promotion. Unless a Drawing’s Drawing Rules provide otherwise, for
merchandise prizes you will receive a W-2G form from MDI for any Points for Drawings prize won with a
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value greater than $600; for Second Chance prizes you will receive a W-2G form from the Lottery for any
prize (including cash) won with a value greater than $600. All amounts paid to you or on your behalf will be
included in your reportable income. You will be taxed on those amounts. You are responsible for all taxes.
See below, including IX. 13) for further information on taxes and tax withholdings pertaining to all Drawings.
12) If you win a prize and you owe State Obligations, which include but are not limited to child support and/or
certain other obligations to a State agency or other governmental entity, then: See MLR Terms of Use for
information. http://www.mdlottery.com/about-us/terms-of-use/
13) Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing, MDI will pay the required estimated
State and Federal tax withholdings for any merchandise or Trip Prize with a value over $5,000. Further
amounts may be owed. The payment of tax withholdings could result in additional Federal and State tax
liability being due from the winner. Winner is responsible for all other taxes, including income taxes in
excess of tax withholdings paid by MDI. Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific
Drawing, MDI will fulfill any merchandise prize and any prize of MLR points. A merchandise prize is any prize
other than a cash prize, a prize of MLR points, an experiential prize, or a Trip Prize.
14) A decision to replace a winner with an alternate is within the sole discretion and judgment of the Maryland
Lottery. Once the decision to proceed with an alternate is made, the person who was previously selected as
a winner is no longer entitled to a prize.
15) If you refuse a prize, you lose all right to claim or receive the prize.
16) In the event of a winner’s death or inability to partake of a prize, the Lottery will make a determination
about the awarding of the prize.
17) By submitting a Ticket, Points, or other entry that participates in any Drawing, each player agrees to and is
bound by the rules, laws, and other requirements as stated under Section I. General Rules.
18) In its sole discretion, the Maryland Lottery may change any of these Rules, other applicable requirements,
rules, and/or references to other applicable laws (which may change) at any time. By way of example only,
you understand and agree that the Maryland Lottery reserves the right in its sole discretion to:
a. amend Drawing periods, Drawing dates, and relevant game dates;
b. substitute a prize (or any portion of a prize) of approximately equivalent or greater value as determined
by the Lottery, including a cash equivalent, for any prize;
c. cancel or reschedule any Drawing(s), and
d. cancel or reschedule fulfillment of any prize(s).
19) You and any potential guest or beneficiary may not assert any right or remedy on account of any
substitution, disqualification, or other action.
20) The Lottery will determine if a winner will be allowed to receive a cash or other substitute prize.
21) Actual prizes may vary.
22) The probability of winning any Drawing prize will be determined by the number of eligible and valid entries
submitted for a specific Drawing.
23) Drawings are bonus drawings. Unless otherwise stated in a specific Drawing’s Drawing Rules, Points for
Drawings prizes and Second Chance Drawing prizes are bonus prizes.
24) Drawings rules in Section IX. of these Rules do not apply to Points for Prizes.
25) For Drawings: experiential prizes and Trip Prizes may not be sold and may not be used by anyone other than
the winner without the Lottery Director’s written approval.
26) By entering a Drawing, you, on behalf of yourself, your guests, and participants, acknowledge, understand
and agree to the following:
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a. to participate in any related Lottery event, including any Lottery event that may be public, taped, or
televised, or to send a proxy who will participate. The Lottery reserves the right to approve or reject any
proxy designated by a winner. All winners agree that in any public, taped, or televised Lottery event you
will behave in a reasonable, respectful and cooperative manner and will not be under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. Winners also agree to wear at any public, taped, or televised Lottery event clothing
that contains no logos or writing, and the Lottery reserves the right to determine what clothing is
acceptable for appearing in the public, taped, or televised Lottery event. The Lottery also reserves the
right to: require any winners and any proxy to wear clothing provided by the Lottery; and appoint a
proxy or stand-in if the winner’s or proxy’s clothing, behavior, or other aspect is not acceptable, in the
Lottery’s reasonable sole discretion;
b. to publicity and to have Lottery players’, winners’, guests’, and participants’, name, photos, hometown,
and/or state aired on TV, radio, text messages, Internet, social media such as Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube and other media, and in other publicity, as well as used in Lottery publications and
advertisements, Lottery mailings, and/or other Lottery-related activities, including mailing lists; and
c. that any events to be attended are subject to forces beyond the control of the Lottery and MDI or other
provider, and therefore, the Lottery shall not be subject to any liability as a result of the inability to fulfill
any experiential prize or any portion thereof or for any cancellation or postponement of the prize or any
portion thereof.
27) Drawing dates are subject to change or modification as determined by the Maryland Lottery. Maryland
Lottery will post all changes to scheduled Drawing dates on the MLR website.
28) The Lottery will make all determinations concerning the validity of entries, winners, and other decisions
required under any Drawing. The decision of the Lottery shall be final.
29) Tickets automatically entered into a Second Chance Drawing and entries in a Points for Drawings Drawing
will be subject to the Drawing Rules for that Drawing or set of Drawings and to these Rules, as well as to all
other rules, laws, and other requirements noted in General Rules of these Rules.
B. Types of Drawings
1) Points for Drawings
a. You may use some or all of your points to enter Points for Drawings® Drawings.
b. Each Drawing will be described on the MLR website, and will include a description of the prize, entry
dates, Drawing date, and the number of points necessary for entry into a specific Drawing.
c. The number of points needed to enter into a specific Drawing may vary by Drawing.
d. Only points accumulated in your MLR account may be used to enter a Drawing.
e. To enter a specific Drawing, go to mdlottery.com/rewards, select the Points for Prizes® tab and click on
Points for Drawings®. Log in and enter the Number of entries you wish to enter in the Drawing, click
“Update Quantity” and then click “Submit Entries”. Note that one Entry may require more than one
point.
f. It is your responsibility to ensure that the appropriate Drawing and number of entries are selected.
g. Once the selected number of entries has been submitted, points will be deducted from your MLR
account.
h. Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing or promotion, points are entered
in only the Drawing for which the points are submitted.
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i.

Entries cannot be changed, canceled or returned once submitted. Once entries are submitted, your
points will not be refunded
j. Players redeeming points to enter any Points for Drawings Drawing must do so within the state of
Maryland.
k. The Lottery reserves the right to cancel or reschedule any Points for Drawings Drawing. If this happens,
eligible entrants’ accounts will be credited the points used for that drawing for each entry submitted.
2)

Second Chance Drawings:
a. Each Drawing will be described on the MLR website, and will include a description of the prize, entry
dates, Drawing date, and the number of Tickets necessary for entry into a specific Drawing.
b. The number of Tickets needed for entry into a specific Drawing may vary by Drawing.
c. Only Tickets may be used to enter a Drawing. Note that one entry may require more than one Ticket.
d. Second Chance Drawings are entered by submitting a Ticket at the MLR website. A Ticket entered into
your account at the MLR website is automatically entered into any Second Chance Drawings for which
that Ticket is eligible.

C. Trip Prizes:
1) Regarding Trip Prizes provisions: References to MDI may be changed to another entity in specific Drawing
Rules.
2) A Trip Prize is a prize in a Second Chance Drawing or a Points for Drawings Drawing that includes travel or
that the Lottery designates as a trip prize (“Trip Prize” or “Trip”). Once a winner has claimed the winner’s
prize and the Lottery has verified the winner’s eligibility, the information provided by the winner will be
provided to MDI. MDI will contact the winner and provide winner with all necessary information for Trip
Prize fulfillment; including scheduling, coordination, and booking of travel, hotel accommodations, and
ground transfers. MDI will completely fulfill the Trip Prize.
3) Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing, Trip Prizes do not include: mileage,
insurance, gratuities, meals, parking fees, departure fees, luggage fees, alcoholic beverages (other than
those served without charge at a reception and/or party), any ground or other transportation not expressly
specified, and personal expenses such as telephone calls, valet service, laundry, incidentals and the like,
revision or cancellation fees which may be charged by the hotel or other suppliers unless incurred by an act
or omission of MDI or any of MDI’s subcontractors, or any other items not expressly specified in these Rules
or the Drawing Rules for the specific Drawing or promotion. Trip winners are responsible for payment of
these amounts.
4) Trip Prizes may not be sold. Trip Prizes may not be used by anyone other than the Trip Prize winner without
the Lottery Director’s written approval.
5) Any portions of a Trip Prize missed by winner and/or guest(s) shall be forfeited.
6) Unless otherwise specified in the Drawing Rules for a specific Drawing or promotion: if the winner and/or
guest(s) fails to arrive at the designated time (or the revised time in case of flight/other mode of
transportation delay or other change) for travel or an event, the Trip winner and/or guest(s) is responsible
for being present at the designated destination/game/event location at his/her own expense; or the balance
of their Trip Prize or that winner’s and or guest(s)’ portion thereof shall be forfeited.
7) Winner and guest(s) must travel together.
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8) To check into the designated hotel for a specific Drawing, Winner and/or guest must have a valid credit card
and provide its number as collateral or shall be required to post a cash deposit for incidentals.
9) You and guest understand and agree that all modes of travel, and all events to be attended are subject to
forces beyond the control of the Lottery and MDI, and therefore, the Lottery shall not be subject to any
liability as a result of the inability to fulfill the Trip Prize or any portion thereof or for any cancellation or
postponement of the Trip Prize or any portion thereof.
10) Each Trip winner must retain both your Claim form and the instructions for confirming any travel and any
submissions deadlines, and must follow the instructions to confirm all travel (air, train, bus, boat, or other)
and meet any deadlines. MDI will provide all fulfillment and any necessary notice to winner. Travelers (Trip
winners and guests) will be bound by and agree to abide by all terms and conditions on the travel (air, train,
boat, bus, or other) ticket and ticket jacket, all carrier rules, and all laws governing the relevant travel. Note
that photo I.D. is required for travel by airplane and may be required for other modes of travel.
11) Travel outside of the United States, including to the Caribbean, via any mode of transportation including but
not limited to airplane or cruise ship, requires a valid Passport. Winners without a passport may pick up
U.S. Passport Application forms at certain U.S. Post Offices that process U.S. Passport Applications. Any
winners, regardless of passport held, should check with a U.S. Passport Office or your embassy for any
further requirements. It is the winners' and guests' responsibility to have a valid, current passport. Lottery
has no liability if winner and/or guest do not have a valid, current passport.
12) Any travel, including within the United States, may require a passport or other valid, acceptable photo
identification.
13) For certain Trip Prizes, winner and guest(s) may be required to travel out of and into specified airports/other
points of departure or arrival.
14) Trip Prizes are governed by all Rules. While some rules may be repeated in the Trip Prizes section, it is your
responsibility to review all Rules for pertinent information, restrictions, and requirements.
X. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
You understand and agree that:
1) The Maryland Lottery does not warrant or guarantee product quality or availability of products or any prize won
through Points for Drawings® or 2nd Chance Drawings.
2) The Maryland Lottery is not liable or responsible for any prize lost, damaged or stolen during shipment, pick-up
or use.
3) The Maryland Lottery is not responsible for any damages, injury or loss of life resulting from any item awarded,
or from use of any item awarded.
4) You are solely responsible for maintaining and keeping account information current and accurate. The Maryland
Lottery assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever for technical or computer malfunctions or for your
failure to keep account information current.
5) By participating in MLR and/or any aspect of MLR, you, on behalf of yourself, your heirs, legal representatives,
assigns, and any user of a prize, including any guest, agree to indemnify, defend, hold harmless, release and
discharge the Maryland Lottery, the Maryland State Lottery and Gaming Control Commission, the State of
Maryland, their employees, officials, members, officers, agents, representatives, directors, successors and
assigns from and against any and all losses, negligence, claims, damages, suits, liabilities, costs, damages, and
expenses, including attorneys’ fees, directly or indirectly resulting from, arising out of or relating to, or in any
way connected with: a) participation in a promotion or Drawing, or any related event or occurrence, and/or out
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of the awarding, receipt, possession, use, misuse, and/or acceptance of a prize; and/or b) use or misuse of,
receipt of, possession of, or participation in any or all Points for Prizes® prizes/store items; and/or c) arising out
of or relating to any breach of any obligation(s) by the Maryland Lottery and/or any third party(s), and/or d)
participation in Points for Prizes®, Drawings, including Points for Drawings®, or 2nd Chance opportunities or
drawings, or any other aspect of MLR, and/or any of its or their prizes and/or use of any of its or their prizes;
and/or e) your participation in any aspect of the Website or the services, products, activities, and information
on the Website, any related drawing, any related event or occurrence, service, activity, product, and/or
information, and/or out of the awarding, receipt, possession, use, misuse, and/or acceptance of a prize; f) your
use of the Website and/or the services, products, activities, or information on the Website; g) any action or
inaction by you which is a violation of any Lottery Requirement; and/or h) any injury, death, or damage resulting
from participation in a service, the Website, a promotion, Drawing, or drawing, and/or any related prize and/or
use of any of its prizes; and/or i) any injury, death, or damage resulting from your participation in a service, the
Website, any promotion, and/or Drawing, and/or any related prize and/or use of any prize, and/or any other
activity mentioned in this paragraph.
6) The Maryland Lottery is not responsible for any negligence of any person, or for any claim, liability, injury, death,
property loss, or other damage of or to you, your guests, family, travelers, other participants, and/or their family
members, or other persons, arising directly or indirectly from or in connection with the participation in or the
use or misuse of prizes awarded, or with participation in MLR (including Points for Prizes®, including Points for
Drawings® or Second Chance Drawings or in any related event or occurrence, including, but not limited to claims
for damage to property, for personal injury or death, or claims based on defamation, rights of privacy, rights of
publicity, or delivery of cash, or any other prize.
7) The Maryland Lottery has not made, and is not responsible or liable for, any warranty, representation or
guaranty, express or implied in fact or in law, relative to any prize, including but not limited to its quality,
mechanical condition, or fitness for a particular purpose;
8) The Maryland Lottery is not liable for any act or omission, whether willful or negligent, of SGI and MDI, or any
other third party.
9) Unless specific Drawing rules state otherwise, you may not request or receive a cash or other substitute prize;
and actual prizes may vary.
10) The Maryland Lottery reserves the right to terminate MLR, (including, among other aspects, the Points for
Prizes® program, including Points for Drawings®), and Second Chance Drawings, in its sole discretion.
11) The Maryland Lottery reserves the right in its sole discretion to terminate, permanently disqualify, suspend,
and/or change your MLR member account (including but not limited to your use of this Website or the services,
products, activities, and information on this Website) at any time for any reason, without notice to you. Provider
has the right to act upon Lottery’s decision to effect any termination, permanent disqualification, suspension, or
change. You agree that the Maryland Lottery shall not be liable to you or to any third party for any change to,
suspension, or termination of, or permanent disqualification from, your MLR member account or any damages
resulting from any such change to, suspension or termination of, or permanent disqualification from, your MLR
member account (including but not limited to your use of this Website or the services, products, activities, and
information on this Website).
12) If more than one name appears on an Entry, only one name will be used, and it will be chosen in the sole
discretion of the Lottery.
13) Certain individuals may not participate in MLR, including Points for Prizes®, Points for Drawings®, and 2nd Chance
Drawings: Please see MLR Terms of Use at http://www.mdlottery.com/about-us/terms-of-use/ at 2.(c).
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14) The Lottery does not endorse any company or other entity by offering a prize from or related to that company
or other entity or by including a product or mode of transportation in a prize.
15) You give permission to the Lottery to check the Lottery’s Voluntary Exclusion Program list to determine if your
name is on that list, and if your name is on that list, then you agree that any Entry submitted with your name is
void, not valid, and will not be allowed to participate in Points for Prizes®, including Points for Drawings®, or in
any Second Chance Drawings.
16) You will sign any waivers and releases of liability, affidavits of eligibility required by the Lottery, and news and
press release forms; and you agree to ensure that any guests of winners also sign waivers and releases of
liability, affidavits of eligibility, and news and press release forms as required by the Lottery.
17) In addition to these Rules, as amended, a specific Drawing’s Drawing Rules also apply to and govern that specific
Drawing.
18) A specific Drawing’s Drawing Rules may provide for rules that are different than these Rules.
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